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A trusts B to do X
Churchill was trusted to
lead the war effort
Did his speechmaking
during the war
‘manipulate” and abuse
that trust?
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McCarthyism – fear of ‘the other’
During the late 1940s and early 1950s, the prospect
of communist subversion at home and abroad
seemed frighteningly real to many people in the
United States. These fears came to define–and, in
some cases, corrode–the era’s political culture.
The most enduring symbol of this “Red Scare” was
Republican Senator Joseph P. McCarthy of Wisconsin.
Senator McCarthy spent almost five years trying in
vain to expose communists and other left-wing
“loyalty risks” in the U.S. government.
In the hyper-suspicious atmosphere of the Cold War,
insinuations of disloyalty were enough to convince
many Americans that their government was packed
with traitors and spies.
McCarthy’s accusations were so intimidating that few
people dared to speak out against him.
It was not until he attacked the Army in 1954 that his
actions earned him the censure of the U.S. Senate.
https://www.history.com/topics/cold-war/joseph-mccarthy
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Shared
Values
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Leadership is the energetic process of
getting people fully and willingly committed
to a new and sustainable course of action,
to meet commonly agreed objectives
whilst having commonly held values
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Guided by
principles –
whatever the
consequences

Guided by the
quality of the
consequences

Idealist,
Interventionist Logic

Pragmatist,
Minimalist Logic

Do No Harm
(minimalists)

Pragmatist,
Interventionist Logic

Do What needs To Be Done
and mitigate harm
(interventionists)

Denis Bourgeois. Paris, 2010, revised 2012
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Guided by
principles –
whatever the
consequences

Facilitator

Participative
Change

Programmatic
Change

Guided by the
quality of the
consequences

Do No Harm
(minimalists)

Do What needs To Be Done
and mitigate harm
(interventionists)

Denis Bourgeois. Paris, 2010, revised 2012
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Transparency
Adult
relationship

Respecting
other’s
freedom of
choice

Short-term
coercion in adult
relationship

Coercion
Instrumentalising
others

Short-term
manipulation in
adult relationship

Manipulation

Non-Transparency

Denis Bourgeois. Paris, 2010, revised 2012
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Lou Gerstner & ‘Digital Transformation’ at IBM
Lou Gerstner Became CEO of IBM in 1993.
Drastic cost-cutting measures together with the
competitively-priced mainframes meant that IBM
was profitable again by the end of 1994. But
almost 100,000 employees had been let go.
In late 1995 Gerstner made two major decisions.
In October he decided to make network-centric
computing the core of IBM’s strategic vision.
Dennie Walsh would lead the program, and he
had advocating for IBM to expand into a much
broader services provider for several years.
In November Gerstner asked one of the head of
IBM’s supercomputer business, Dr. Irving
Wladawsky-Berger, to form the Internet Division.
In 2000, the Internet division closed, and IBM
began offering hosting web services …
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Steve Jobs & the transformation at Apple
Apple was on verge of bankruptcy in 1997/98.
Steve Jobs returned as interim CEO in 1997.
"You know what's wrong with this company? The
products SUCK -- there's no sex in them."
The iMac was introduced (1998), designed by Jony
Ive. Profits increase 94%.
2000 – Jobs became CEO.
2001 – The iPod, iTunes & the Apple Store born.
“These [music subscriptions] services that are out there
now are going to fail ... People are going to want to buy
downloads. People want to own their music”.
2003 – iTunes Music Store.
2006 – Intel chips.
2007 – The iPhone.
2010 – The iPad.
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A Story – Thailand - Restructure
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What was said…
“The country and the Parliament reflect each other.
This is a debate that, as time has gone on, has become less bitter
but no less grave. So why does it matter so much?
Because the outcome of this issue will now determine more than the
fate of the Iraqi regime and more than the future of the Iraqi people
who have been brutalized by Saddam for so long, important though
those issues are.
It will determine the way in which Britain and the world confront the
central security threat of the 21st century, the development of the
United Nations, the relationship between Europe and the United
States, the relations within the European Union and the way in which
the United States engages with the rest of the world.
So it could hardly be more important. It will determine the pattern of
international politics for the next generation”.
Van Dijk, Teun A. 2006. Discourse and Manipulation. Discourse & Society, vol. 17, no. 3, 2006, pp. 359–383
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What was going on…
Tony Blair began his speech with a well-known captatio
benevolentiae – an attempt to gain audience goodwill
First, Blair continues his positive self-presentation by emphasizing
his generosity and democratic credentials (recognizing opposition
in parliament and the country).
Secondly, he rhetorically enhances the seriousness of the matter
(with the ironic understatement 'no less grave').
Thirdly, he continues the ideological polarization strategy (We/
Democracy vs Them/Dictatorship).
Fourthly, he uses hyperboles ('brutalized') to enhance that the
Other is evil.
And finally and crucially, he extends the ideological opposition
between Us and Them, to an in-group of Us, Europe, the United
States and the rest of the world, facing its major security threat.
Van Dijk, Teun A. 2006. Discourse and Manipulation. Discourse & Society, vol. 17, no. 3, 2006, pp. 359–383
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What to look out for …
Is the incoming information based on solid reasoning, or the fact
that someone is carrying a big ‘metaphorical’ stick?
Are emotions being appealed to, and is that emotion fear or
positive anticipation?
Are there alternatives on the table?
To what degree is the recipient being given latitude to choose a
path, and is the path of least resistance the optimal choice given
the consequences?
What does the presenter gain from the logical choice? What
does the other party gain?
Who wins here, and at what cost?
Do you trust the source of the information or choice being
presented to you?
Or if you are the sender, why should you be trusted as such a
source?
Harrison Monarth, Executive Presence, 2014
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